fun decorating

5 reasons we love this bedroom

There are lots of yummy
textures layered on
the bed, including ice blue
velvet euro shams, a cotton
matelassé quilt, and a navy
velvet throw. A block print
lumbar pillow (this one is
made with Galbraith & Paul
fabric) is a super-stylish
finishing touch.

Those curtains! A
big pattern in the
bedroom shouldn’t
keep you up at night.
Just choose a design
in a soothing palette,
like this blue-hued
ikat from Kravet.

The transparent
chair is a cool
move, especially
when space is tight.
Plus, a desk chair that
doesn’t look office-y
is a wise pick for a
bedroom.
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fun ways
to paint
an interior
door
BEDROOM: ALYSSA ROSENHECK, ROOM DESIGN BY AUSTIN BEAN DESIGN STUDIO; DOORS, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: BETHANY GILBERT, ROOM DESIGN BY MEGAN PETTIPOOLE;
EAST COAST CREATIVE; A BEAUTIFUL MESS; COURTESY OF MASONITE; MANUEL RODRIGUEZ/ONE KINGS LANE, ROOM DESIGN BY MEGAN PFLUG/ONE KINGS LANE

The keystone-shaped headboard
is glamorous but not too fancy. It’s
covered in easy-care indoor-outdoor fabric
(genius!), and the nailhead trim gives
it definition against a similar-color wall.

Shiplap walls
make a space
feel cozy—just as a
bedroom should. These
are painted Right
White by Restoration
Hardware.

Totally transform a set of plain doors with a
coat of mint green (Spruce Green by Benjamin
Moore) and faux-plaster ceiling medallions
each with a knob in the center.

Paint the panels with chalkboard paint (Black
by Rust-Oleum Specialty Chalkboard Brush-On)
and the rest a bright shade (Orioles by Behr).
Doodle, erase, and doodle some more.
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Pick a bold color for the inside of your front
door, too. This fire-engine red with a high-gloss
finish (Million Dollar Red by Benjamin Moore) is
a cheery idea.

If your door is open all the time, incorporate
it into your room design. For this one, all you
need is a strip of painter’s tape and a sunny
color (Brilliant Impression by Dutch Boy Paints).

Even a white hollow-core door can look rich
when covered in stripes. Mark off your design
with painter’s tape, then fill in the exposed areas
with black (Tricorn Black by Sherwin-Williams).

GUTSY GUEST BATHROOM COLORS

Dowager
by Ralph Lauren Paint

Sweet Melon
by Valspar

Teal Ocean
by Benjamin Moore

Violet Illusion
by Glidden

Gun Powder
by Pratt & Lambert
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